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High-Frequency Ship Response Assessment of Large Containerships
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To assess high-frequency ship response for rule development purposes of large modern containerships, numerical predic-
tions were compared with experimental data. Numerical results relied on a technique that superimposed rigid body motions
on elastic hull girder deformations. A finite element Timoshenko beam idealizing the hull was two-way coupled to a RANS
solver. Experimental data were obtained from model tests of a segmented 10,000 TEU containership equipped with load
cells, accelerometers and pressure sensors. A long-term measurement campaign onboard a 4,600 TEU Panamax container-
ship yielded full-scale measurements. Predictions accounting for high-frequency response yielded higher section loads than
those based on rigid body assumptions.

INTRODUCTION

The size and capacity of containerships have increased rapidly
to meet the unceasing growth of marine container transport needs.
A ship able to carry 18,000 TEU will soon be built, and designs
with a capacity of 22,000 TEU are planned. Although design
experience is limited for such ships, design rules are needed to
ensure adequate structural safety, and guidelines, together with
the necessary software, must be established to aid the designer
in specifying wave-induced hull girder loads and the associated
high-frequency response caused by the inherent elastic behavior
under wave-impact related loads.

At present, classification society rules rely on constant overall
safety factors to account for the dynamic amplification of stresses
in the ship structure. However, full-scale measurement campaigns
of, e.g., Kahl and Menzel (2008) and Storhaug et al. (2003)
revealed that high-frequency measured vibrations contributed sig-
nificantly to life-cycle extreme stresses and total fatigue dam-
age. Although their effects are beyond dispute, high-frequency
hull girder excitations have not yet been explicitly incorporated
in strength-related design rules. Primarily, this is so because the
amount of high-frequency excitation varies for different ship kinds
and sizes, ship speeds, loading conditions and operating areas,
and present design rule cannot be changed until the associated
uncertainties are clarified.

The correct modeling of high-frequency ship structural
response, either numerically or experimentally, remains challeng-
ing. Several research projects worldwide have been initiated to
solve this problem, most of them combining numerical inves-
tigations, small-scale model tests and full-scale measurements
(Malenica et al., 2011). A recently important contribution is the
joint industry project WILS-II, coordinated by Korea’s Maritime
and Ocean Engineering Research Institute (Hong, 2011). Its pur-
pose is to provide reliable model test data of a large container-
ship and to compare these with predicted springing and whipping
responses based on current hydroelastic analysis techniques.

To systematically investigate high-frequency ship response for
a large number of rule relevant cases, fast codes are the preferred
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choice. However, such codes are necessarily based on simplified
methods, and such methods need to be validated because inherent
uncertainties remain as documented, for example, by Faltinsen
(2010). Hence our assessment of numerically predicted large-
scale high-frequency ship response relied on more accurate results
based on the CFD approach of Oberhagemann et al. (2008). Their
numerical technique accounts for all kinds of hull girder excita-
tion, be they caused by resonant vibration excitation, referred to
as springing, or impulsive loading, referred to as whipping. This
first-principle approach couples the nonlinearly solved rigid-body
ship motions and a simple finite element (FE) Timoshenko beam
model with the commercial Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes
(RANS) equations code COMET (CD-adapco, 2002). The RANS
method implicitly accounts for higher-order resonant excitation of
hull girder vibrations in finite amplitude waves as well as impulse-
related wave excitations in severe seas. Nonlinear flow features,
such as those related to forward speed effects and instantaneous
wave elevations, are captured. However, adequately fine spatial
grids and small time steps are necessary to obtain accurate pre-
dictions. Although resolution of local pressure peaks is almost
impossible with a reasonable computational effort, it is easy to
compute sufficiently accurate integral quantities such as impact-
related slamming forces, and these forces are crucial to determine
global high-frequency hull girder response.

Using this technique, Oberhagemann et al. (2010) performed
systematic numerical predictions for a segmented model of a mod-
ern 10,000-TEU containership as part of the WILS-II project. Res-
onant hull girder vibrations in regular small-amplitude head waves
compared favourably with model tests, demonstrating the impor-
tance of high-frequency excitation. This technique was able to
replicate all relevant physical effects, and spectrally analyzed data
indicate that overall trends were also captured. Comparative time
series for the model in irregular long-crested waves also agreed
reasonably well with predictions. Kahl et al. (2009) documented
comparative long-term data from a full-scale measurement cam-
paign on board a 4,600-TEU Panamax containership, operating in
the Europe-America-Asia trade.

RULE DEVELOPMENT

Simplified, the rule development process comprises a continu-
ous cycle of 6 major interrelated steps (Fig. 1). First, basic back-
ground work is required to gather relevant data, such as observed
structural damages or other indications of weak structural points
in new designs. Second, a thorough assessment of these findings




